Turning The Tides
Through Interpretation

NAI Sierra Paciﬁc Region Workshop
March 6-8, 2020 Marin Headlands

Welcome to the 2020
Sierra Paciﬁc Region Spring Workshop!
We’re glad you’re here! The idyllic Marin Headlands
is a magical place, made even more magical with the
energy of so many amazing people gathered
together. Saturday morning the sun will be up about
6:30 along with a rising tide. But that may be the
only idyllic moment as we launch into a veritable
interpretive tidal wave.
Did you already get to explore an island or paddle a
kayak? Did you see sea lions or hawks or take a walk
amongst the redwoods? Well, hang on ‘cause we are
just getting started. I am genuinely excited about
several of the concurrent sessions this year. You will
need to make some tough choices on which session
to attend, so plan your time carefully.
This year’s theme, “Turning the Tides through
Interpretation,” gives a nod to our scenic location,
but is also a call for needed changes at our sites and
in our world. You are going to hear from some
powerful and provocative speakers. I hope you will
be challenged and invigorated. I am sure you will
leave here on Sunday revitalized and excited, with a
dozen new ideas you can use right away, and
hopefully several new friends too.

social media and member meetups, we invite YOU
to get involved with regional NAI events.
This year we will acknowledge some of the Region’s
best interpreters on Friday night. Who do you know
that inspires you as an interpreter? We hope you will
nominate them next year for a Regional Professional
Award and we have many more honorees.
This workshop would not be possible without the
hardworking team that has been meeting regularly
for months to create this special weekend for you.
Special thanks to everyone who made this workshop
happen. Volunteers are listed on the last page of
this bulletin, please thank them personally.
Brian Cahill
Director, Sierra Pacific Region

The Sierra Pacific Region of NAI is strong with well
over 1,000 active members. With a program filled
with workshops, scholarships, professional awards,

Keynote Speaker: Greg Sarris, Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria
Greg Sarris received his Ph.D. in Modern Thought and Literature from Stanford
University, where he was awarded the Walter Gore Award for excellence in
teaching. He has published several books, including Grand Avenue (1994), an
award-winning collection of short stories, which he adapted for an HBO
miniseries and co-executive produced with Robert Redford. He is serving his
fourteenth elected term as Chairman of the Federated Indians of Graton
Rancheria. Formerly a full professor of English at UCLA, and then the Fletcher
Jones Professor of Creative Writing and Literature at Loyola Marymount
University, Greg now holds the position of Federated Indians of Graton
Rancheria Endowed Chair of Sonoma State University, where he teaches a
number of courses in Creative Writing, American Literature, and American
Indian Literature. His new book How a Mountain Was Made: Stories was
published in October 2017.
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Welcome to Golden Gate National
Recreation Area: Marin Headlands
The Marin Headlands houses an amazing richness of
history and biological diversity due to the variety of
habitats and unique geology of the area.
Discover the many cultures that have called the Marin
Headlands home, from the Miwok Indians to the
American Military and everything in between. Enjoy a
hike through our varied trails, including dog-friendly
Rodeo Beach, and take in the astonishing views of the
Pacific Coast and San Francisco. Take a drive along
Conzelman Road from the northern foot of the Golden
Gate Bridge to Point Bonita. This five-mile road offers
breathtaking views of San Francisco and the Pacific
Ocean.
Our host this year is NatureBridge. Holding our Regional workshop at
their conference center makes a difference: NatureBridge provides
hands-on environmental education programs to youth. Revenue
generated from meetings like ours helps provide scholarships for
school groups that would not otherwise be able to participate.
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Sierra Paciﬁc Regional Awards
Through its awards program, NAI recognizes outstanding achievements and showcases the successes of NAI
members and others working to advance the profession of interpretation. Professional awards are presented
annually at both the National level and the Regional level. Our awards program helps showcase outstanding
and inspiring programs and professionals. Next please join us in recognizing our exceptional NAI members
and nominate someone you know and respect.

Master Front-Line Interpreter Award
Carolyn Schimandle

Carolyn Schimandle, Santa Clara County Parks Program Coordinator,
Region 2/Interpretation and Education, delivers a wide variety of
front-line projects, planning and programs for Santa Clara County
Parks. An experienced interpreter with a Master’s degree in Public
History, she clearly demonstrates a mastery of interpretive
techniques, program development, and design of creative projects.
She has a reputation for getting things done with very little
resources and without any subordinate staff.
Her field interpreter experience began at Henry Coe State Park and
Wilder Ranch State Historic Park where her skills were recognized
through increasing responsibility as she deftly organized special
events, planned school programs, developed new living history
programs and coached interpreters. She worked on exhibits and a
park interpretation plan.

Carolyn was promoted to California State Park headquarters first in
the Planning Division crafting the general plan‘s interpretation
sections, conducting public meetings and designing plan documents. She was later promoted to the
Interpretation and Education Division as Planning and Programs Section Supervisor where her teams
developed an interpretation planning workbook and improved evaluation tools. Carolyn oversaw the
statewide Proposition 84 Bond-funded interpretation project “Statewide IEP Program,” being fully
responsible for fund acquisition and reporting for up to $400,000 of projects each year. Drawing on her
previous IT experience she excelled at managing the statewide interpretive program attendance and cost
accounting data collection program. Her legacy as the Interpretation project manager for State Parks’ first
Service-Based Budgeting effort continues today as her work greatly contributed to the state legislature,
providing improved state park funding and a substantial increase in the
number of field interpreter positions.
For nearly a quarter of a century Carolyn, an NAI Certified Interpretive
Planner who regularly attends Regional Workshops and National
Conferences, has demonstrated her commitment to NAI as a volunteer, a
workshop presenter, and committee member. She now serves our Region
as Membership Chair.
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Meritorious Service Award
Renée M. Fitzsimons
Renée Fitzsimons, Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District,
Interpretation & Education Program Manager, has performed
extensive and invaluable service to NAI and particularly to the Sierra
Pacific Region. An active member since 1989, Renée serves perennially
on the workshop committee for spring workshops. At the workshop at
Walker Creek Ranch in Marin County, she coordinated the entire
scholarship auction. She has also done one of the toughest tasks of
any workshop — creating and designing the program bulletin! During
the Roseville Workshop Renée also created a memorable workshop
presentation. As an NAI Certified Interpretive Guide and a Certified
Interpretive Trainer, she has contributed to the development of park
staff and interpreters of our Region often collaborating with multiple
agency partners to do so. According to Sierra Pacific Regional Director
Brian Cahill, “Renée sets a standard of excellence and steadfast service
to our organization. She gets things done. She is truly deserving of a
Regional Meritorious Service Award”.

NEW RESOURCES FOR THE TRAIL AND CLASSROOM

Acorn Naturalists’ catalog features hundreds of new tools
for educators, naturalists, and interpreters. Call for a free copy
of our latest catalog or visit our website.
14742 Plaza Drive • Suite 100 • Tustin, CA 92780
(800) 422-8886 • (800) 452-2802 FAX • acornnaturalists.com

Get Your NAI Gear!

Join the tribe, show your pride! You would look good in
some Sierra Pacific Region Logo wear. How about a sleek
stainless steel water bottle or maybe booty logo pajama
bottoms to sport around at the workshop this evening?
Ball caps, shirts of all types, cloisonne pins, embroidered
patches and so much more. You will find the Merch Table
in Sunset Hall. Proceeds help support Regional
Scholarships.
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Scholarship Recipients
Jenny Comperda
I am honored to be the scholarship recipient for this year's
regional workshop and look forward to seeing you all in March.
I've been a member of this region for 5 years now, residing in the
Sierra mountains after spending my first career in Los Angeles as
a Graphic Designer. Currently I'm working for California State
Parks, interpreting the giant sequoia forest ecology for virtual,
worldwide K-12 audiences. I'm passionate about utilizing
technology in unique ways to build deep connections to our
earthly wonders and enjoy working with children most, to foster
curiosity, stewardship and life-long impressions.

Tara Laidlaw
In twelve years of working within and beyond the
classroom, Tara has been a front-line interpreter, a
program director, an instructional designer, and a
teacher trainer. Now, as an education consultant, her
professional focus is helping place-based programs
support the Next Generation Science Standards. She
holds a bachelor’s degree in Anthropological
Sciences from Stanford University and a master’s
degree in Natural Science and Environmental
Education from Hamline University.

Charlotte Maupin
Charlotte Maupin is a graduating student at Humboldt State
University majoring in Environmental Science with a focus on
Education and Interpretation. She currently works for CA Fish
and Wildlife part-time as a scientific aide, doing graphic
interpretation for their Fishing in the City programs. While
maintaining a 3.8 GPA, she is also known for her love of
coffee and ultimate frisbee.

Diane White
My name is Diane White and I have an AmeriCorps
Internship with the Nevada Department of Wildlife.
In my spare time, I write a blog about outdoor
recreation. My number one goal in life is to educate
as many people as possible about natural resources
and how to properly enjoy them.
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Dana Shew
Dana is a Certified Interpretive Planner serving as the Oral
Historian, Interpretive Specialist, and a Staff Archaeologist at
the Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State
University. She has experience developing and creating
public interpretive products and plans on topics that range
from divorce practices in 19th century San Francisco to Native
American place names to Japanese American WWII
incarceration. Her work mainly strives to interpret
archaeological research and oral histories for the public in
order to preserve and share the stories and lessons from the
past in ways that are meaningful and relevant today.

Catherine Orland
Catherine Orland holds an MA in Social Justice in Intercultural
Relations from SIT and is thrilled to bring her background in
education, facilitation, and diversity training to her first NAI.
Currently in her 3rd season with NPS at SF Maritime NHP as a
Bilingual Park Guide, she previously interned at Muir Woods and
spent two summer seasons at Rosie the Riveter NHP, where she
performed bilingual community outreach and ran a 6 week STEM
camp for middle school girls from low income backgrounds in
Richmond, CA. She has presented workshops for the National
Association for Multicultural Education and Teachers for Social
Justice Conferences.

Scholarship Raﬄe & Games Night
Saturday evening is Scholarship Night! We have fun and raise money to keep the NAI Sierra Pacific Scholarship
fund healthy. Thanks to all of our generous scholarship donors, your Region has provided 10 scholarships this
year totalling $4,400 so far. These funds provide interpreters the opportunity to attend NAI regional and
national workshops — but only if you participate! There are items to fit a range of budgets.
Here are some bidding tips:
6 Silent Auction bidding is as simple as writing your name on an item sheet.
6 Team up to bid together.
6 Volunteers earn raffle tickets.
It’s NOT too late to donate! Skillshares are coveted items — personal tide pooling tours, podcast editing,
graphic design, trail maintenance, pre-K puppet show — these might just be the answer to another
interpreter’s dreams! Check in at Registration before Saturday night, if you’re interested in donating in this way.
We look forward to celebrating the scholarship recipients of 2020, and working to ensure more scholarships are
available for years to come!
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Workshop Schedule At-A-Glance
FRIDAY
TIME
6:30 AM

SATURDAY
COAST

SUNDAY

SUNSET

CYPRESS

COAST

SUNSET
Moonset to Sunrise - Marni Berendsen

CYPRESS

TIME
6:30 AM

(meet in Sunset Room)

8:00 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM

BREAKFAST
WELCOME
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Greg Sarris

SESSION 6 – 9:00 – 10:20

Chairperson of the Federated Indians of the Graton Rancheria

SESSION 1 – 10:10 – 11:30

10:10 AM

Peer Coaching with Docents
in 21st Century Interpretation
Lou Salas Sian

When an Interpreter Loses
Their Voice
Nichole Gange

Supporting the Next Generation
Science Standards in Interpretive
Programs
Tara Laidlaw

FIELD TRIPS
SESSION 2 – 11:40 – 12:30

11:40 AM
Islands of Darkness in a Rising
Sea of Light
Marni Berendsen

12:30 PM
1:40 PM

Broadening the Climate
Change Narrative
Elizabeth Villano and
Donna Graves

SESSION 4 – 2:45 – 3:35

2:45 PM
Just as the Tides Change, so
do Interpretive Programs
Rejane Butler
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Insider Tips for Landing Your
Dream Interp Job
(Panel) Elizabeth Evans

REGISTRATION
DINNER
AWARDS
Starry, Starry Night
Kathryn Daskal
(meet in Sunset Rm)

Communication and
Leadership
Anne Kassebaum

The Confluence of Social
Justice & High-Risk
Interpretation
Catherine Orland

9:00 AM
The Science of
Communicating Climate
Change
Adam Ratner

SESSION 7 – 10:35 – 11:25
What Were They Thinking?
Understanding Visitor
Attitudes Towards Climate
Change
Round Table Discussion
Moderated by Jason Fareira
2021 Workshop Planning
Meeting
Led by Jason Fareira

Agents of Change: Hip Hop
and Environmental Education
Cultures
Constance Taylor

10:35 AM
Seabirds, Marine Mammals,
and Us: Can’t We All Just Get
Along?
Leisyka Parrott

SESSION 8 – 11:40 – 12:30
Building Long-term
Partnerships with Local
Community Groups
Tim Holzem

11:40 AM
Next Generation of
Environmental Stewards
Maia Kolbeck

LUNCH
Mitigating Unconscious Bias
Through Assets Based Language
Rena Payan
Inclusive Interpretation Round
Table Discussion Moderated by
Francis Mendoza

SESSION 5 – PLENARY – 3:50 – 5:10

3:50 PM

4:00 PM
5:20 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Impromptu Interpretation
Elizabeth Evans

LUNCH
SESSION 3 – 1:40 – 2:30
Disruptive Interpretation
Brad Krey

8:00 AM

BREAKFAST

From Portola to Red Power: Decolonizing Interpretation at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Emily Levine, Steve Cote and Will Elder

12:30 PM

Turning The Tides
Through Interpretation

Sierra Pacific Region Business Meeting
DINNER
AUCTION/GAMES
CAMPFIRE
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Friday Evening, March 6
8:00 - 9:00 PM
Starry, Starry Night

Kathryn Daskal, National Park Service - Rosie the Riveter WWII Home Front NHP

Meet at Sunset Room

The resplendent night sky is a resource shared by everyone on earth, all cultures that have ever existed. At one time accessible to everyone,
it is under seige in many parts of the world due to light and air pollution. Join us to explore the myriad ways that the night sky can be
appreciated, through science and mythology, and what we can all do to protect the visual quality of our shared twinkling tapestry.

Saturday, March 7 - Concurrent Sessions
SESSION 1 - 80 MINUTES 10:10 - 11:30
Peer Coaching with Docents in 21st Century Interpretation
Lou Salas Sian, National Park Service - San Francisco Maritime NHP

Coast

Peer coaching is an effective tool for collaboration, testing, and exploration as interpreters prepare to launch their programs. Learn about
the benefits and challenges of peer coaching with volunteers. In this interactive workshop, we'll use an NPS rubric as an exercise in peer
coaching. Bring an outline of an interpretive program such as a tour, talk or demonstration.

When an Interpreter Loses Their voice
Nichole Gange, East Bay Regional Park District

Sunset

When was the last time you recharged? This is your chance to slow down and dive into creating a sustainable space for yourself. Explore
how to nourish the mind, body and soul while turning the tides, one visitor at a time. I’ll share the lessons I’ve learned while on voice rest as
an interpreter. Participants will take away helpful resources, share stories that inspire change and build a community with others who
understand that self-care is essential to maintaining the important work we do. Attend this session to invest in yourself, as well as your
professional development.

Supporting the Next Generation Science
Standards in Interpretive Programs
Tara Laidlaw, Out To Learn

Cypress

In this interactive session we will examine the Next Generation Science Standards, which are now in use in K-12 classrooms in more than 40
states (including California, Nevada and Hawaii). Session participants will learn about the three dimensions of science as laid out in the
NGSS, and they will explore opportunities to support the NGSS in their own interpretive programs using a process to draft
thought-provoking, productive questions. Participants will leave with a worksheet that can be used to guide staff and volunteers in this
question-building process to supplement any interpretive program.

SESSION 2 - 50 MINUTES 11:40 - 12:30
Islands of Darkness in a Rising Sea of Light
Marni Berendsen, Mount Diablo Astronomical Society

Coast

Many of our sites offer nighttime skies dark enough to see a multitude of stars, but are increasingly impacted by rising levels of light from
surrounding communities, washing out many of the stars in your site’s night sky. The lives and health of wildlife, as well as people, are also
disrupted by the seas of artificial light. Using interpretive techniques, discover ways to inspire your visitors (and surrounding communities)
to take steps to turn back this rising sea of light, preserving your site’s natural cycle of day and night, thereby protecting wildlife, human
health, and of course: the stars!I
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Saturday, March 7 - Concurrent Sessions
SESSION 2 - 50 MINUTES 11:40 - 12:30
Broadening The Climate Change Narrative

Elizabeth Villano, National Park Service - Muir Woods NM and Donna Graves, Public Historian

Sunset

Climate Change will at some point effect every park, museum, and aquarium. How can we shift the conversation so that every informal
education center can discuss the effects of climate change in a productive way that ties directly to its resource? Join this presentation to
explore strategies that blend the social science of climate change communication and 21st century interpretation through an unlikely
source: a historical park taking on climate change action.

Impromptu Interpretation

Elizabeth Evans, Santa Clara County Parks

Cypress

Let go of fine-tuned outlines, and learn how to facilitate an impromptu interpretive program through the power of essential questions and
inquiry. This interactive walk will help interpreters who may be short on prep time, or simply want to craft a fresh experience from the
perspective of a beginner’s mind. Participants will take turns experimenting with co-creation techniques and dialogue prompts to provoke
wonder and discovery. In addition to hands-on practice, all participants will leave with a backpocket guide to crafting their own open-ended interpretive activities.

SESSION 3 - 50 MINUTES 1:40 - 2:30
Disruptive Interpretation
Brad Krey, California State Parks

Sunset

Disruptive Interpretation will examine why interpreters need to also be front-line innovators. Taking cues from “disruptive technology” (think
Wikipedia, Netflix and the iPhone) and recognizing that tools to gather and share information are available to almost everyone, we will
identify why real-life interpreters should seriously consider innovating new solutions in order to improve interpretive services in the future.
The presentation will use the success of the California State Parks PORTS Program as an example of disruptive interpretation and will
describe how this award-winning movement has spawned a culture of innovation that is leading to changes in how parks plan, implement
and deliver traditional interpretive products and services.

Mitigating Unconscious Bias Through Assets Based Language
Rena Payan, Youth Outside

Cypress

This presentation will introduce and affirm the impacts of unconscious bias on interpretation. Through a multimedia presentation, introduction of a worksheet as a tool, and guided discussion, this presentation will provide space for audience members to connect their own
unconscious bias (because we all have it) and their use of deficits based and assets based language. The aim of this presentation is to
provide the audience members opportunity to create immediate and effective change that will mitigate unconscious bias.

SESSION 4 - 50 MINUTES 2:45 - 3:35
Just as the Tides Change, so do Interpretive Programs
Rejane Butler, National Park Service - San Francisco Maritime NHP

Coast

Come learn what Audience Centered Experience (ACE) is, how to incorporate it into interpretive programs you already do and how to
develop new programs using ACE techniques. We will cover the concept of ACE, it’s philosophy of creating deeper connections to the
various resources and to possibly changing visitors perspectives through the use of thought provoking questions, connected to universal
concepts to make programs relevant to all audiences. The ACE concept is adaptable for all types of programs, from table talks to ranger
leads, from indoor programs to outdoor programs and even as a stand alone program.

Insider Tips for Landing Your Dream Interp Job (Panel Discussion)
Elizabeth Evans, Santa Clara County Parks

Sunset

Are you looking for a meaningful job in interpretation, but frustrated by arduous hiring processes? For many organizations, especially
government agencies, the hiring process is complicated by lengthy applications, mysterious exams, and nerve-wracking interviews. If you’ve
ever wanted to know what happens on the other side of the hiring table, bring your questions to this panel discussion with seasoned
supervisors from multiple agencies. Learn what HR departments and hiring managers are looking for in 2020, and what you can do to rise to
the top of the list for your next interpretive job.
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Saturday, March 7 - Concurrent Sessions
SESSION 4 - 50 MINUTES 2:45 - 3:35
Inclusive Interpretation - A Round Table Discussion
Moderated by Francis Mendoza, East Bay Regional Parks

Cypress

Join the conversation! This discussion-based session will give you a chance to connect with peers and explore successes, challenges, and
new ideas around inclusive interpretation.

SESSION 5 - PLENARY - 3:50 - 5:10
From Portola to Red Power: Decolonizing Interpretation
at Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Emily Levine, Steve Cote and Will Elder

Sunset

In parks, historic sites and educational institutions across the country, American history is often told through the lens of European colonizers.
As interpreters, we have the opportunity to “turn the tide” on that narrative by creating opportunities for our audiences to engage in
authentic conversations that include multiple viewpoints. In 2019, Golden Gate National Recreation Area partnered with indigenous
stakeholders to commemorate the anniversaries of two historic events: the 250th anniversary of the Portola Expedition and the 50th
anniversary of the Indian Occupation of Alcatraz Island. Join us for a discussion of the lessons learned in our efforts to decolonize the
narratives of these two events.

Sunday, March 8 - Concurrent Sessions
SESSION 6 - 80 MINUTES 9:00 - 10:20
Communication and Leadership
Anne Kassebaum, East Bay Regional Parks

Coast

This interactive session will provide you with tools, strategies and resources to further develop your communication and leadership skills.
Much of this session will be working in small groups to discuss case scenarios such as: how to handle high maintenance employees, conflict
management, workload prioritization, responsiveness to requests, etc. Come join the conversation, network and build upon your skills and
abilities to become a great leader.

The Confluence of Social Justice and High Risk Interpretation
Catherine Orland, National Park Service - San Francisco Maritime NHP

Sunset

If a jack-of-all-trades is only as good as his toolbox, an interpreter is only as good as what’s in her backpack. As Interpreters, we've relied on
old methods: stand & deliver, props, visual aids. But for the increasingly diverse populations visiting our parks in the 21st Century, we need
interactions to be less didactic, more participatory, more culturally relevant. Beyond ACE & facilitated dialogue, come experience variety!
Hands-on techniques, tricks and tips to involve and inspire your participants! This workshop will promote out-of-the-box thinking.
Interpreters will MOVE & leave with implementable methods, resources & ideas to bring fresh energy and spice/seasoning to our “methods
of delivery.”

The Science of Communicating Climate Change
Adam Ratner, The Marine Mammal Center

Cypress

The National Network for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation (NNOCCI) aims to change the national conversation around climate
change to be positive, civic-minded, and solutions-focused. We use evidence-based communications methods, provide social-emotional
support, and employ the latest climate science findings and apply them in our institutions. We build trust and lasting bonds among
colleagues across the country to develop effective ways to engage audiences in learning about climate and ocean change. Join us to hear
about the latest in scientifically-tested climate change communication techniques and how you can create a solution-oriented, empowering
message about climate change for your audiences.
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Sunday, March 8 - Concurrent Sessions

.

SESSION 7 - 50 MINUTES 10:35 - 11:25
What were they thinking? Understanding Visitor
Attitudes Towards Climate Change
Jason Fareira, California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Coast

Join us for an informal discussion on visitor attitudes toward climate change using the Yale climate data.

Agents of Change: Hip Hop and Environmental Education Cultures
Constance Taylor, East Bay Regional Park District

Sunset

Too often, the cultures we love and enjoy are left out of environmental curriculum. What happens when you flip the script by centering
culture, and let that guide everything else? Agents of Change, a youth artist residency program piloted in the summer of 2019, was an effort
to do just that. A collaboration between East Bay Regional Parks and Hip Hop for Change, we centered hip hop culture in our curriculum and
used that to inspire the environmental content. This presentation will discuss how the program was created, what the curriculum looked like,
challenges faced, and the final outcome of the pilot program.

Sea Birds, Marine Mammals, and Us: Can’t We All Just Get Along?
Leisyka Parrott, Bureau of Land Management

Cypress

Successful community-based science programs are transdisciplinary, and often lead to an increase in stewardship, scientific literacy, and
education among participants. Community-based monitoring can also strengthen data collection efforts made by professional biologists,
serve as a cost-effective alternative, and increased visits to sites contribute to long-term monitoring data sets. Through collaborative
partnerships with federal, state, tribal and non-profit agencies, and by using a transformative community-science based approach, we have
greatly increased our community science volunteer participation since the conception of the NCSPN in 2016. Here we present the successes
of our “community scientist” program in Trinidad, California and also provide potential causes for these accomplishments that can be
implemented in other coastal contexts where human-caused disturbance and population monitoring may be beneficial.

SESSION 8 - 50 MINUTES 11:40 - 12:30
2021 Workshop Planning Meeting
Jason Fareira, California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Coast

Bring your ideas and enthusiasm to begin planning next years Sierra Pacific Region Workshop.

Building Long-term Partnerships with Local community Groups
Tim Holzem, National Park Service - Sequoia Kings Canyon NP

Sunset

I will be presenting on the success of the Sequoia for Youth (SFY) program in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. SFY is a 3 day
financially secure partnership that provides strong curriculum-based, experiential learning and promotes an understanding of the
interconnection between their cities, San Joaquin Valley agriculture, and the Sierra Nevada Mountains for the purpose of creating an
informed citizenry and instilling a stewardship ethic in California youth. This program's success is facilitated by partnering with 5 local groups
over the last 19 years. challenges faced, and the final outcome of the pilot program.

Next Generation of Environmental Stewards
Maia Kolbeck, Lindsay Wildlife Experience

Cypress

Discover practical strategies for using the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and STEM integration to inspire environmental
stewardship and equip diverse audiences with the problem solving tools they need to address pressing conservation issues. This hands-on
workshop will demonstrate ways to integrate the NGSS, STEM principles, and interpretation strategies to promote stewardship and
sustainability. Spend time working with peers and reflecting on ways to incorporate new ideas into your practice.
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Friday Field Trips
Sea Trek Kayaking on the San Francisco Bay

Rosie the Riveter WWII Home Front NHP
Alcatraz Island

Angel Island State Park

Marine Mammal Center, Marin Headlands
Walt Disney Family Museum

Hawk Hill & Golden Eagle Raptor
Observatory, Marin Headlands
Mt. Tamalpias, Marin

Muir Woods National Monument
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Meet the Members Who Planned the Workshop!

Brian Cahill
Region Director
Workshop Chair

Robin Joy Wellman
Region Merchandise
Field Trips Chair

Debi Espinoza-Bylin
Region Secretary
Registration Committee
Auction/Game Night

Sheri Brown Dion
Promotions & Bulletin

Kathryn Daskal
Program Committee
Chair

Sonja Gomez
Program Committee

Brighten Hayashida
Volunteer Co-Chair

Troy Holt - Promotions Committee
Carol Sturgeon - Logistics Committee
Ethan Rotman - Auction/Game Night
Erin Gates - Live Auction Research

Jason Fareira
Region Deputy Director
Volunteer Co-Chair

Jenn Tarlton
HSU Faculty/Liasion

Laura Drath
Region Treasurer
Scholarship Committee
Auction Committee

Alaina Boys
Promotions Chair
Logistics Committee

Ryan Bangs
Further Westwinds
Newsletter

Julie Watson - Webmaster
Anne Kassebaum - Promotions Committee, Auction/Game Night Chair
Rosanna Petralia - Field Trip Committee
Karen Barrett - Region Awards Chair
Mike MacEachern - Sponsor ( iZone)
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Campus Map

N

A Few Tips from NatureBridge
1. The NatureBridge campus is a shared space, so
we need to be conscientious members of the
community while on site. We will be asked to help
bus our own tables, turn off lights, be mindful of
behavior and language, and respect the Park's 10
p.m. quiet hours.

Cypress
Pelican

Owl’s
Roost

with the dining hall closed between meals.
Breakfast - 8:00 - 9:00 AM, Lunch - 12:30 - 1:30 PM,
Dinner - 6:00 - 7:00 PM

4. The Dorms will be closed for cleaning:
10:00 AM - 12:30.
5. Don’t you just love getting out to remote

places and disconnecting for a while? There is
some cellphone coverage (depending on carrier)
mostly found at the west end of campus. There is
also free wi-fi available in all of the buildings. But
like most of the remote sites we visit, putting 100
interpreters online at once can be hard for any
network to deliver.

Rodeo
Lagoon



2. Meals are served buffet-style in the dining hall,

3. If you brought any food, we have a small
kitchen available to us in the Sunset Building with
a refrigerator. Please label everything with your
name. No food may be kept in the dorms. Early
risers may even find a morning cup of coffee here.

Heron

Dining
Hall



Raven

P



Campfire
Center

Footb

6. Please remember beer and wine can be

Be
ac

h

ridge

de
o

Sunset

Registration

Ro

consumed and stored in the Sunset meeting
rooms only, not outdoors or in any of the dorms or
common spaces. Sorry, no hard liquor is
permitted. You are welcome to share what you
brought with friends and colleagues; however, we
ask you to be personally responsible for any
alcohol you provide. Remember not all of our
members are over 21, you will need to take
responsibility for who you serve.

Coast

P

P
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